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SECURE DATA DESTRUCTION  
& TECHNOLOGY DISPOSAL  
FOR BUSINESS
PREMIER CONTRACT PP-SV-346
For more than 20 years, Cascade Asset Management has provided customers 
with secure, sustainable solutions to their IT asset disposition needs. As an 
industry leader and trusted partner for enterprises and institutions in highly-
regulated industries like healthcare, government and finance, Cascade knows 
what matters to you and your business.

Premier members benefit from reduced pricing and comprehensive solutions. 
Cascade meets key requirements for enterprises and government organizations.

REQUEST PRICING & 
INFORMATION

PREMIER@CASCADE-ASSETS.COM
HTTPS.//CASCADE-ASSETS.COM/PREMIER/

TECHNOLOGY 
DISPOSITION FOR 
PROFESSIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS

SECURITY ः
NAID AAA Certified data destruction  
and secure chain of custody

SUSTAINABILITY ः 
e-Stewards certified, responsible practices for 
minimized environmental risk

SAVINGS ः 
Generate device resale revenue and reduce 
processing costs

SATISFACTION ः 
99%+ customer satisfaction rating  
from a trusted partner

Premier
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HISTORY
Since 1999, Cascade Asset 
Management has provided 
comprehensive IT equipment 
retirement services for businesses, 
institutions and municipalities across 
the country. A privately-held, family-
run company, Cascade operates 
full-scale processing facilities in 
Wisconsin, Indiana and Florida, 
collecting between 200 and 400 
tons of computers, office electronics, 
consumer electronics and test 
equipment each month.

SMALL BUSINESS QUALIFIED
PREMIER CONTRACT PP-SV-346
For more than 20 years, Cascade Asset Management has provided customers 
with secure, sustainable solutions to their IT asset disposition needs. As an 
industry leader and trusted partner for enterprises and institutions in highly-
regulated industries like healthcare, government and finance, Cascade knows 
what matters to you and your business.

Premier members benefit from reduced pricing and comprehensive solutions. 
Cascade meets key requirements for enterprises and government organizations.

SERVICES
From start to finish, Cascade provides services customized for your business 
and security requirements.

 �On-site inventory decommissioning and data destruction ः A full-
service team of Cascade employees comes to you for deinstallation, 
inventory tracking, physical or electronic destruction and packaging.  

 �Logistics ः Our fleet of drivers and vehicles manage the secure packaging 
and transportation of assets from your property to our processing facility. 

 �Receiving and inventory ः We inventory assets upon arrival at Cascade, 
reconcile reports to ensure our secure chain of custody and track the 
disposition process to prove proper management through our online portal, 
Cascade Tracker.

 �Testing and erasure ः Devices are tested for configuration, functional 
and cosmetic conditions to determine disposition options. Data destruction 
techniques are applied, and locked devices can be quarantined to be 
unlocked for resale. 

 �Disposition ः Devices are processed in one of five ways:

 �Resale ः Remarket reusable equipment  through Cascade Marketplace, 
eBay store or wholesale channels

 �Recycle ः Disassembly, shredding and separation processes convert 
devices into recyclable resources while containing hazardous materials

 �Donate ः Quality working and refurbished devices  can be donated to 
local non-profit organizations and charities

 �Redeploy ः Refurbished devices wiped clean of data can be reissued 
back to you for continued use; devices may be reimaged with new 
operating system

 �Returns & Tolling ः Custom services that assist with the return of 
devices to another party, such as a lessor or repair organization

 �Reporting ः Milestone reports keep you informed of processing activity each 
step of the way, including:

 � Preliminary on-site Inventory Report
 � Inventory Receipt Report
 � Certificate of Destruction
 � Disposition Reports.

FROM OUR 
CUSTOMERS

Premier

We’re not worried 
about any data 

breaches because we 
know Cascade takes 
security as seriously 

as we do.

– J.S.  IT Inventory Specialist, 
Edward Elmhurst


